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                        Benchmark for comfort 
The assurance that you won’t consume more energy than necessary is a given with this DHW cylinder, as we have equipped it with three different ECO functions.
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                How to increase hot water convenience 

                    Do you need a large volume of hot water quickly? Look no further than our DHW cylinders. They require little energy to store hot water at up to 85 °C. Depending on the size of the cylinder, you can have 5 to 1000 litres of pleasantly hot water at your disposal. Having hot water in your kitchen, bathroom or to supply to an apartment building represents quality of life, which you can enjoy with our high end products.



            

        

    




        Good reasons to enjoy your home comforts




    
        
            
    
                

                



            Floor mounted cylinders for your apartment building
The SHW S floor mounted cylinder delivers the highest DHW convenience into the home with a capacity of up to 1000 litres. Heat gains just for you. Minimal heat loss during operation thanks to the highly effective thermal insulation.

To the SHW S

    







        

        
            
    
                

                



            Wall mounted cylinders for your bathroom
Leave the daily grind behind and immerse yourself in your bath tub. Your wall mounted cylinder will lavish you with blissfully warm water. The practical ECO DYNAMIC learning mode automatically optimises your energy saving options. Time to truly relax!

To the SHZ LCD

    







        

    



        Comfort through small water heaters, wall and floor mounted cylinders




    
        
            
    
                

                



            Small water heaters
	5 to 15 litre capacity, ideal for doing the dishes in the kitchen
	5 to 12 litres of hot water per minute (30–85 °C)
	Low power consumption in standby mode
	Certain models fitted with anti-scalding protection
	Minimal space requirement


All small water heaters

    








        
            
    
                

                



            Wall mounted cylinders
	18 litres per minute for your bath
	Quick and flexible 30–300 litres of hot water
	Precise water temperature, highly efficient
	For one or more draw-off points such as the bath tub and hand washbasin
	Self-learning and long lasting: with use of night power rates and special enamel coating


All wall mounted cylinders

    








        
            
    
                

                



            Floor mounted cylinders
	Can be used with any heating system, ideal for modernisation projects
	45 litres of hot water per minute for bathroom and kitchen
	200 to 1000 litre capacity, supply to several draw-off points, can be combined with your photovoltaic system
	Cost effective through the use of off-peak tariffs


All floor mounted cylinders

    








    





        Are you a professional?




    
        
            
                

                




        
            We have tailored this information to your needs An accurate fit is crucial for planning, architecture and installation. And that’s exactly what we’re aiming for in the way we work with you. Here, you will find:

	The right solution for your project
	Practical tools and apps


For professionals
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        Forget about dripping taps
Your home is the place where you feel most comfortable. That’s why we focus on maximum efficiency and comfort for your home when developing our products. Comfort through technology. Take our small water heaters in the SNU SLi series as an example, which come with anti-drip and thermostop.

The anti-drip function was developed by us and delivers what its name promises. It ensures that the tap does not drip when water is being heated in the small water heater. You will save water and prevent annoying limescale deposits on the tap and washbasin. The thermostop function prevents the tap itself from heating up. This saves energy and avoids unnecessary costs for you.





    
        
            
                

                




        
            
                

                



                

                




        
    
    










        
                




        


        Get the answers to your DHW cylinder questions




        
                
    Would you like to have a DHW cylinder in your home but still have some questions? We’re here to help! Here is an overview of our frequently asked questions.





        
    
        How large should a DHW cylinder be?

        

    
    
        
    Do you need hot water quickly? Then a DHW cylinder is the perfect solution for you. We differentiate between small water heaters, wall mounted cylinders and floor mounted cylinders. Your individual requirements determine the size of appliance you require. You can find several examples at the top on the page under “Good reasons to enjoy your home comforts”.













    
        How does a DHW cylinder work?

        

    
    
        
    A conventional “electric storage water heater” heats the water with the help of a heating element/heater rod. This is traditionally a tubular heater, similar to those used in electric kettles. The appliance stores the energy in the form of heated water. The domestic hot water is heated to the temperature that you have set. Temperatures of up to 85 °C can be set, resulting in a very high volume of mixed water being available for showering, bathing or other purposes. (Mixed water = water at 40 °C). After hot water has been drawn off, the DHW cylinder heats the water again either directly (single circuit operation) or at night (dual circuit operation) when tariffs are lower, depending on the operating mode.













    
        What is the purpose of a DHW cylinder? 

        

    
    
        
    With small water heaters, we differentiate between non-pressurised and pressurised appliances. Non-pressurised DHW cylinders are suitable for supplying one individual draw-off point. These appliances can only be operated with a non-pressurised tap. They are used in detached houses and apartment buildings, sports facilities and commercial kitchens.

Pressurised DHW cylinders supply one or more draw-off points. They can be operated with a commercially available pressure tap fitting. For example in hotels, hostels and barracks.

Wall mounted cylinders can store more water and are usually installed in the bathroom above the bath tub.

Floor mounted cylinders have an even greater storage capacity and can hold up to 1000 litres of hot water. You can use them to supply entire apartment buildings, no matter what kind of heating system is installed.

What all DHW cylinders have in common is that they store hot water with little standby energy, so that large quantities of hot water are available to you quickly.
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    Compact knowledge. Our DHW cylinder brochures
Select small water heater brochure

Wall mounted and floor mounted cylinders brochure
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                Our service team is ready to help.
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